Removing a Headrail

Cord Lock Operated

Pleated, Roman &
Cellular Shades

Push a screw driver in between the brackets
and the rail. Making sure that you have control
of the shade when it releases from the
brackets. Twist the screwdriver to release
the shade from the brackets, and rotate the
blind out.

Installation Instructions
We recommend that all Jackson window coverings be professionally installed
by a trained installer.

WARNING

Step 1
Mount Your Brackets

1-866-662-0666

Your Jackson Cord Lock Operated Pleated and Cellular
Shades come complete with Universal mounting brackets
for inside, outside, or ceiling mount.

Young children can STRANGLE in cord
and bead chain loops. They can also
wrap cords around their necks and
STRANGLE.

Brackets require a 1 1/4" x 1 1/4" flat surface on wall or
window frame. Mount brackets 3" in from each edge of
the headrail with the screws provided. Additional
brackets are required for blinds wider than 48". Make
sure that the brackets are level. It is best to mount the
brackets into a frame or stud.

Un jeune enfant peut s’ÉTRANGLER
avec la boucle d’un cordon ou d’une
chaînette. Il peut aussi enrouler le cordon
autour de son cou et s’ÉTRANGLER.

-- Always keep cords and bead chains --Gardez toujours les cordons et les
out of children’s reach.
chaînettes hors de portée des enfants.
--Move cribs, playpens, and other fur- --Éloignez les lits et parcs de bébè, ainsi
niture away from cords and bead que toute autre pièce de mobilier, des
chains. Children can climb furniture to cordons et des chaînettes . Un enfant
get to cords.
peut grimper sur un meuble pour atteindre
--Do not tie cords together. Make sure les cordons.
cords do not twist together and create Ne nouez pas deux cordons. Faites en
a loop.
sorte que deux cordons ne puissent
s’entremêler et former une boucle.

Step 2
Install Headrail
Push shade into brackets, making sure front tip of bracket
goes under lip of shade. The bracket will "click" when the
shade is properly secured. If no "click", remove shade
and re-level brackets.

Cleaning Instructions
Jackson Pleated Shades and Roman Shades should require minimal care. It is
important to dust shades regularly to prevent buildup. Use a soft, clean cloth or a
vacuum cleaner with a brush attachment. Pleated Shade fabrics are delicate,
therefore special care should be taken when cleaning.

Step 3

Cellular Shade are easy to keep looking fresh and new for years. Regular dusting
with a feather duster is recommended. When necessary, fabric can be lightly
vacuumed with a brush attachment.

Raising & Lowering the Shade
To raise or lower the shade, pull the
cord across the face of the blind. This
action releases the cord lock and allows
the blind to move.

If Cellular shades become soiled with topical dirt (i.e. dirt that is resting on the surface
of the fabric), we recommend that the shade be spot cleaned using a soft rag or
sponge, a mild detergent and warm water. Extra care should be used when cleaning
blackout fabric as the fabric could be permanently creased.
When it is necessary to clean the entire shade, the shade should be removed from
the window and immersed in a tub filled with warm water and a mild detergent. (Do
not attempt this if your shade features a motorized device, other specialty features
or is made of Blackout fabric.) Gently wash with a soft rag or sponge. Rinse the
shade with clean water, then close the shade and tilt to allow excess water to drain.
Re-install the shade, lower it and allow it to dry.

To lock the blind in place, pull the cord
towards the outside edge of the blind.
This will engage the cord lock and hold
the blind in place.
Unlock

MISE EN GARDE

Lock

Due to the differences in ultrasonic cleaning operators, we cannot recommend this
method of cleaning. Using Ultrasonic cleaning or any other method other
than stated above will void the warranty.

For more information on blind cord safety, contact Health Canada toll free at 1-866662-0666, or visit their website at:
www.healthcanada.gc.ca/blindcords
www.santecanada.gc.ca/cordons-stores

Step 2
Install Headrail

Clutch Operated

Position the top front lip of the headrail ("A") into the bracket, then push the rail up until
it snaps into place. It is very important to install the front part first, then snap in the back
tab, shown as item "B".

Pleated, Roman &
Cellular Shades

WARNING

Installation Instructions

1-866-662-0666

We recommend that all Jackson window coverings be professionally installed by a
trained installer.

Step 3
Installing Cord Safety Device
make sure
that the tab is
at the bottom.

Inside Mount

Outside Mount

Step 1 Install the Brackets
Outside & Wall Mounts
Your Jackson Clutch Operated Pleated and Cellular Shades come complete with
Universal mounting brackets for inside, outside, or ceiling mount. It is important that the
brackets are installed level.

MIS EN GARDE

This is a two piece device which restricts operation of the
blind until it is fully installed. Measure the correct position to
mount the bracket by allowing the safety device to hang
down. Push the button and pull the cord to lower the blind.
The device must be mounted in front of the blind so that the
blind does not hit the safety device. Note that the bracket
can be installed on the bottom, on the side, or rotated 90o and
installed on the wall. Mount the bracket to the wall or
window, then push the button and snap the arms of the
safety device into the plus sign on the bracket. This will
activate the pulley and allow the device to function.

Young children can STRANGLE in cord
and bead chain loops. They can also
wrap cords around their necks and
STRANGLE.

Un jeune enfant peut s’ÉTRANGLER avec
la boucle d’un cordon ou d’une chaînette.
Il peut aussi enrouler le cordon autour de
son cou et s’ÉTRANGLER.

-- Always keep cords and bead chains
out of children’s reach.

--Gardez toujours les cordons et les
chaînettes hors de portée des enfants.

--Move cribs, playpens, and other furniture away from cords and bead chains.
Children can climb furniture to get to
cords.

--Éloignez les lits et parcs de bébè, ainsi
que toute autre pièce de mobilier, des
cordons et des chaînettes . Un enfant
peut grimper sur un meuble pour atteindre
les cordons.

--Attach tension device to wall or floor.
This can prevent children from pulling
cords and bead chains around their
necks.

Safety Device
Bracket

It is highly recommended to use drywall plugs if you are not able
to anchor to wall studs or window frame.

--Fixez au mur ou sur le plancher un
dispositif gardant chaînettes ou le cordon
bien tendu. On peut ainsi empêcher
l’enfant de saisir le cordon ou la chaînette
et de s’enrouler autour du cou.

For more information on blind cord safety issues, contact Health Canada toll free at
1-866-662-0666, or visit their website at:
www.healthcanada.gc.ca/blindcords
www.santecanada.gc.ca/cordons-stores

Brackets require a 1 1/4" x 1 1/4" flat surface on wall or window frame. Mount brackets
3" in from each edge of the headrail with the screws provided. Additional brackets
are required for blinds wider than 48". Make sure that the brackets are securely installed
into the frame or a stud.

Cleaning Instructions

Inside & Ceiling Mounts

Jackson Pleated Shades and Roman Shades should require minimal care. It is
important to dust shades regularly to prevent buildup. Use a soft, clean cloth or a vacuum
cleaner with a brush attachment. Pleated Shade fabrics are delicate, therefore special
care should be taken when cleaning.

Brackets require at least a 1 3/4" recess for mounting. Front of headrail should normally
be flush with the wall.

Cellular Shade are easy to keep looking fresh and new for years. Regular dusting with
a feather duster is recommended. When necessary, fabric can be lightly vacuumed
with a brush attachment.

Projection Brackets (optional)
Projection brackets are not normally included unless specified on the original order.
They can be used to extend the shade out to clear obstructions. Attach the snap clip
to the projection brackets before installing the shade.

Side Mount

Bottom Mount

Wall Mount

Important Note:

Raising & Lowering the Shade

Pleated Shades have less fullness at the top than at the bottom. This does not affect
the functioning of the shade. Occasional raising of the shade will assist in maintaining
crisp pleats.

To raise or lower the shade, pull the cord loop. It is important to only operate the shade
after it has been properly installed. Pulling on the cord loop when the shade is not
hanging from the brackets, or manually raising the bottom bar may cause the lift cords
to become tangled in the gears.

If Cellular shades become soiled with topical dirt (i.e. dirt that is resting on the surface
of the fabric), we recommend that the shade be spot cleaned using a soft rag or sponge,
a mild detergent and warm water. Extra care should be used when cleaning blackout
fabric as the fabric could be permanently creased.
When it is necessary to clean the entire shade, the shade should be removed from the
window and immersed in a tub filled with warm water and a mild detergent. (Do not
attempt this if your shade features a motorized device, other specialty features or is
made of Blackout fabric.) Gently wash with a soft rag or sponge. Rinse the shade with
clean water, then close the shade and tilt to allow excess water to drain. Re-install
the shade, lower it and allow it to dry.
Due to the differences in ultrasonic cleaning operators, we cannot recommend this
method of cleaning. Using Ultrasonic cleaning or any other method other than
stated above will void the warranty.

